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A fantastic set of data !
Anonymous Referee #1
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https://doi.org/10.5194/cp-2022-61-RC1, 2022

This manuscript presents a very interesting new record from the Iberian margin, with a
remarkable signature of the millenial climatic variability. This new data is of critical
relevance to the question of rapid variability and certainly deserves being published.

The paper is well written and easy to read. I only have rather minor comments listed
below. Overall, the paper is a bit too long and I am not entirely convinced that all the
included information or discussions (sometimes redundant) are truly necessary and I
would prefer a slightly reduced paper. For instance, the spectra shown on Figures 16 and
17 are raising more question than providing any understanding of the records.

Some minor comments:

1- line 458 typo: correpsond -> correspond

2 - line 550 and 909: the MPT… starts at 1200 ka, … ends at 650 ka (Clark et al 2006).

Well, this is highly questionable. It depends of the definition of MPT: if defined in terms of
dominant periodicity, it depends of your data and your algorithm. On many other points,
the paper provides a detailed and balanced view of different other publications, but not
here. At least, this could be discussed a bit more.

3 - line 616 typo= consistitue -> constitute



4 - lines 717-748. The appearance of a 28k modulation is unexpected. The given
explanations are a bit confusing. It could be much easier to simply note that 1/41 + 1/82
= 1/27 therefore a 27ka oscillation could result from a combination of 41 and 2x41ka.
(the 3x41ka = 123ka has no role here). Or am I mistaking something? In any case, this is
just numerology… and it is not clear whether this helps towards any understanding of the
millennial variability.

5 - lines 947-957. This part on Heinrich events is quite interesting, but entirely
disconnected from the rest of the paper. May be, it could be interesting to locate these
identified H stadials in some way on Figures 7 to 10? In any case, it would be useful to
develop this part and further emphasize the differences between the MCV discussed here
(mostly DO type events) and Heinrich events seen in some other records.

6 - lines 980-984-987-..1089: “noise”. I do understand the discussion of the authors on
the role of MCV to trigger transitions and interact with glacial cycles. Still, the word “noise”
is certainly fully inappropriate. In mathematics, it is (by definition) a random variable -
usually with no temporal structure. In physics, it is (by definition) not a signal “of
interest”. The millennial variability certainly does not fall in either definition. Please just
call it “rapid variability” to avoid misinterpretations.
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